Kitimat LNG Project Overview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XH2SJPAdmMo
Narrator:

As the world's need for clean energy increases, liquified natural gas
demand is projected to double in the next 15 years.

Greg D'Avignon: So, LNG is an opportunity for British Columbia and Canada to export not
just our products for economic gain, but also the Canadian and British
Columbia way of how we extract those products, how we move those
products in a sustainable, thoughtful way.
Narrator:

As operator of the LNG facility, Chevron will bring its significant global gas
experience for major LNG developments in Australia and Angola.

Alan Dunlop:

So the Kitimat project is comprised of a number of pieces. First of all
there's the large upstream resource in Northeast BC, the Horn River and
Liard Basins. We're then going to connect that gas through a pipeline that
we'll construct called the Pacific Trail Pipeline. The site at Bish Cove,
going to build a two train LNG project and we're going to be capable of
exporting over 10 million tons of LNG per year.

Narrator:

Our vision for Kitimat LNG is very clear. To supply that energy in a safe
environmentally responsible manner, and to work in a spirit of partnership
to benefit local First Nations and communities, British Columbians and all
Canadians.

Chief Ellis R.:

The Kitimat LNG project is something that we want to be involved with
from day one because we actually saw a way out of our dependence on
government funding. We want to resolve our issues on our terms. You
can't have a strong nation unless you have strong members. That's what
I'm seeing right now.

Web Bennett:

We have to stop thinking small. We have to think of the bigger picture
that's happening and how it's going to not only benefit the First Nation's
people, but British Columbians, Canadians as a whole.

Bao Vang:

Being a good neighbor is supporting opportunities for individuals who
would like to grow their skill sets and work with us.

Melissa Gerow:

If you just come and you work, they'll train you. You'll have a job and then
you can work your way up to whatever you want to do.

Speaker 8:

... safety. Everybody's machines are up and oiled-

Charity Louie:

From Monday to Wednesday morning I'm in class doing all theory work.
From Wednesday afternoon until Friday I'm on machines learning the
actual machine. I'll be certified to drive this machine and I'll have so many
hours on this machine. That's what people look for is the ticket.

Richie Seymour: To have a good paying job in the backyard, that's probably the best thing
you can actually ask for. Not away from your families for months at a
time.
Fred McKenzie:

Over 50% of the people out here we have working have never had a job
before and we gave them opportunity to make excellent money and they
can't wait to come back next year.

Narrator:

Kitimat LNG is the most mature of the proposed major Canadian LNG
export projects because we have established unique First Nation
partnerships. We have key federal and provincial environmental
approvals and licenses in place. Substantial early work on the LNG site
and pipeline route is underway. We have an expert global LNG team with
major capital project experience and we are leaders in marketing LNG to
Asian customers.

Alan Dunlop:

Chevron is committed to this project and we will ensure that everyone
goes home safe. We built this project in the spirit of partnership and
cooperation with the communities, the First Nations, and the government
of British Columbia and Canada.

Charity Louie:

This is the first time that somebody has given me this opportunity, and it
was a goo opportunity and I'm going to open my wings and fly. That's
what I'm going to do.

Narrator:

Kitimat LNG, a world class Canadian energy project.

